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In the Chappelle neighbourhood of West Heritage Valley

Find the perfect home for you and your lifestyle.
Single family | Townhomes | Estate homes

in Creekwood 
and Creekwood 

Collections

Nestled in the natural 
habitat surrounding 
Whitemud Creek, 
these two communities in the Chappelle 
neighbourhood feature vast wetlands, 
park spaces and an extensive trail system. 
You can enjoy the outdoors, all while being 
minutes away from a new K-9 school and 
other major amenities. 
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- fine homes -

Build a new home
with triumph homes
and get up to a
legal basement suite credit
luxurious front attached garage homes

Call us to view plans and possibilities
780.399.8500 • sales@triumphhomes.ca
www.TRIUMPHHOMES.ca 
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Contributors
LIAM MACKENZIE           @liammackenziephoto    

Born and raised in Edmonton, Liam Mackenzie is an editorial and portrait photographer 
with a diploma in Photographic Technology from the Northern Alberta Institute of 
Technology. Liam loves to capture Edmonton’s individuals, community and its many 
festivals on digital, 35 mm and medium format film. Liam has worked on unique projects 
and completed a photographic internship with Tanner Young Publishing Group.

LISA CATTERALL        @lisacatts

Lisa Catterall is an Edmonton-based freelance writer and editor. Over the past  
decade, her writing has appeared in magazines like Avenue Edmonton, WHERE  
and The Tomato. When she’s not feverishly clacking away at a keyboard, she can  
be found enjoying many of our city’s culinary gems.

DAVID RYNING

David Ryning is an Edmonton-based writer, editor and researcher. He has spent time 
as a journalist, a historian, a construction worker and a farmer. In his spare time he 
reads, plays enthusiastically loud electric guitar, oversees a pair of delinquent cats and 
provides questionable goaltending for his local hockey squad.

ADAM GOUDREAU        @adamgoudreau 

Adam Goudreau is an editorial and advertising photographer who takes photos of 
people, places and things that are a lot cooler than he is. On occasion, a group of 
people Adam doesn’t know recognizes him with an award for a photo. Adam thinks 
that’s great. Adam can also be found at MacEwan University, where he teaches 
students about composition, lighting and other stuff a prof might talk about.
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Area Amenities & Map

Public Transportation

Century Park LRT

Sport & Entertainment Facilities

William Lutsky YMCA   

River Ridge Golf Course

Windermere Golf Course (private)

Jagare Ridge Golf Course   

Cineplex Odeon   

Shopping & Dining

Currents of Windermere

Southgate

South Edmonton Common

Save-On-Foods   

Sobeys   

Schools (Public)

Harry Ainlay (Grades 10–12)

Ellerslie Campus (Grades K–9) 

Schools (Catholic)

Louis St. Laurent (Grades 7–12)

Mon. Fee Otterson (Grades K–8)

Churches

St. �omas More Catholic Church

St. Margaret’s Anglican Church

Victory Christian Centre

Ellerslie Road Baptist Church  

City Facilities  

Whitemud Crossing Library   

Ambleside ECO Recycling Station  

Grey Nuns Hospital   

Police (Fairway Community Station)

Southwest Edmonton Police Station

 

Fire Station #20
Fire Station #28
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SCHOOL IS IN
Donald R. Getty 

K-9 School

MORE WALKING PATHS
Walking trails were completed within 

Creekwood and Creekwood Collections.

CREEKWOOD
New showhomes now open!

CREEKWOOD COLLECTIONS
Single family homes and townhomes.

41 Avenue Heritage Valley Trail

SHOWHOMES NOW OPEN

CONSTRUCTION
MULTIPLE ACCESS POINTS!

Enter the Creekwood and Creekwood Collections 
communities from:

 • 41 Avenue SW via Chappelle Way, Chappelle Road, 
Chappelle Vista and Heritage Valley Trail

• 141 Street via Chappelle Drive and Heritage Valley Trail

DETOUR
Watch for detour in spring on 

Heritage Valley Trail.

Alquinn Homes 
7409 Creighton Place SW

Kirkland Homes 
7411 Creighton Place SW

City Homes 
8237 Chappelle Way

Klair Homes 
7405 Creighton Place SW

Prominent Homes 
7407 Creighton Place SW

Mill Street Homes
7018 Chivers Loop SW

Triumph Homes
7012 Chivers Loop SW

Happy Planet Homes 
6514 Chappelle Vista SW

Hillview 
Master Builder 
4691 Chegwin Wynd SW

Ace Lange Homes 
4689 Chegwin Wynd SW

ESTATES OF 
CREEKWOOD 
COLLECTIONS

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

Klair Homes 
7014 Chivers Loop SW

Kirkland Homes
7016 Chivers Loop SW

TRAIL ADDITIONS
More trails are being 
built on 41 Avenue.

DETO
UR

The Brooks by Klair Homes 
6364 Cartmell Road SW
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By Rosalyn Lazaruk

Simple DIY projects to get your 
home decor season-ready

BLACK & WHITE 
DONE RIGHT

Scandinavian design 
influences are still prevalent 
in fall trends this year. 
Layering those black and 
white elements with small 
pops of primary colours 
and loads of textures make 
sure this look does not fall 
flat! Different weaves in the 
pillows, throw rug and area 
rug make this monochro-
matic style feel warm while 
still keeping things simple.

W ith the changing of seasons, we 
often get this little itch to switch 
up our decor. As the weather 

turns colder, I love to do a good fall cleaning 
and take the opportunity to make some 
adjustments. When it comes to home decor 
though, we often get stuck — once we’ve 
invested in a fabulous sofa, stylish occasional 
chairs and a coffee table that fits the space 
perfectly, we may add a few throw pillows, 
accessories and some pieces of art or family 
pictures … but that is how it stays year after 
year. Often, we don’t know how to give a 
space new life without a major change.

But, by updating the small things like 
throw pillows, side tables, a coffee table, 
lamps and artwork, you can completely 
change the look of a room without 
investing a lot of time or money! 

I’m often asked which design trends 
should be followed and how to implement 
them. Here is the big secret … invest in 
pieces that will have longevity but use small 
items (lamps, pillows, etc.) to incorporate 
the current design trends into your home.

Start your seasonal refresh by creating a 
plan. Pick up the latest design magazine(s), 
look on Houzz and Instagram and start 
compiling photos of spaces that excite you 
and make you happy. You will start to see 
something in common in the photos, whether 
it is a colour thread, a finish or a pattern. 
This commonality is a good indication of 
what direction or trend will work for you.

Next, take a look at your space, see 
where you can make your changes and 
create a list. Would a new area rug make 
all the difference? Throw pillows? A new, 
perfectly styled coffee table could be a 
game changer. Now you know what you 
need and have a good idea of what you 
are looking for. This makes shopping 
easier and much less like guesswork.

a coffee table 
fit for any 

design trend

Cozy up to Fall



A TAKE ON 
TRADITIONAL

This look began with 
fabulous throw pillows in 
deep hunter green and floral 
pillows in rich burgundy, 
soft blush and classic cream 
tones. Adding a granite 
and brass table in a more 
traditional style gave the 
space a little tension with 
the more modern sofa and 
coffee table. Repeating the 
floral elements in the rug 
and adding the soft touches 
of velvet in the stool and 
the throw cushions created 
the additional texture 
needed to finish off the 
more traditional style. 
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MIX IT UP!

This look is quite eclectic 
and includes lots of vintage 
pieces (my personal style)! 
Vintage Kilim pillows were 
the jumping-off point. From 
here, I focused on mixing 
design styles and interesting 
objects to complete the look. 
Brass is strong again this 
fall and the vintage nesting 
tables work perfectly with 
the modern floor lamp. As 
with every well-designed 
space, you want to mix 
colour and texture to 
create the perfect space. 

A simple change 
of a new area rug 
can make all the 

difference.
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LUXURY LIVING AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

SHOWHOME NOW OPEN
CITYHOMESMB.CAVISIT 8237 CHAPPELLE WAY OR CALL 780.757.3566

IN T R O DUC IN G  VA R A  DUPL E X ES  AT  

CR EEK W O O D  CH A PP EL L E

W W W.H A P P Y P L A N E T H O M ES .C O M

1400–1600

SQFT

3

2.5



By Caroline Barlott
Photography Curtis Comeau

MEET THE NEIGHBOURS:

THE WILLIER
FAMILY

A young family has seen the Creekwood 
area grow from just a few homes  
to a vibrant, close-knit community
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W
hen Crystal and Steven 
Willier first moved to 
Creekwood, they were one 
of just five houses on the 

block. Instead of stores and other amenities, 
they saw a farmer’s field and plenty of 
deer walking along the empty sidewalks. 

Fast forward five years later, and now 
there’s a view of a school and neighbours 
on all sides — the deer are still there and 
they now wander through several nearby 
green spaces. The neighbourhood has 
grown and evolved just like their family; 
they now have a baby, as do many of 
the other young families in the area. 

They’ve remained close with some 
of those initial neighbours and now have 
a strong support system of many friends 
in a similar life stage. “It’s just nice to be 
able to relate with the new experiences 
that you’re going through with having a 
baby, like first-time moms and stuff. It’s 
nice to be able to connect and have people 
you can turn to, or get advice from, or 
share similar experiences,” says Crystal.

She recalls how her husband, who 
owns a crane company, had been away for 

work and she’d been cleaning bottles in her 
kitchen. She looked out her window and  
her neighbour was mowing her lawn —  
just one story of many illustrating the strong 
bond held by members of the community. 
The families get together for play dates, go 
for walks and exchange parenting stories. 

The Willier’s yard backs onto a green 
space and the young family enjoys the 
walking paths and wilderness that comes 
with it. Crystal sees deer all the time, and 
once saw a moose meandering through 
the nearby ravine. Now, they are in the 
city, but still feel close to nature; it’s the 
best of both worlds, says Crystal. 

“It’s nice to be able to connect  
and have people you can turn to,  
or get advice from, or share  
similar experiences.” 
- Crystal Willier

Up until two years ago, there were 
not any close-by amenities. Now, there is a 
convenience store, a daycare, a hair salon, 
fast food restaurants, a gas station and a 
grocery store being built, among others. 
It’s about a 10-minute commute to their 
work in Nisku and the recent upgrade of 
41 Avenue SW means downtown is only 
about a 20-minute drive away. Their home 
is also close to the airport and the new 
outlet malls, where Crystal often shops. 

But for the Williers, the best part of 
their home is the strong sense of community 
in a neighbourhood that feels removed from 
the big city yet still has all the perks. 
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MASTER BUILDER

CUSTOM HOMES (EDMONTON) LTD.

From start to finish, Klair Custom Homes 
delivers quality to its buyers. Whether it’s the

unique and functional house plans, top-quality 
craftsmanship or customer relationships, 

a Klair home will exceed expectations. 

Visit us at: 
7405 Creighton Place or 7014 Chivers Loop 

P: 780.265.4300
salesedm@klaircustomhomes.ca

www.klairhomes.ca

Klair Custom Homes builds stunning, high-quality 
homes with the utmost value that buyers love in the 

beautiful community of Creekwood Chappelle. 

      @klaircustomhomesedm
      @klaircustomhomesedm

Showhome
#7407 Creighton Place SW
Edmonton

780-235-1819
(sales centre)
780-760-0791
(main office)

prominenthomes.ca
info.edm@prominenthomes.ca

Find your next home 
in Creekwood with

We build: 
• front attached garage homes
• rear-lane homes
• paired homes



Family-owned Chappelle 
Daycare focuses on early 
learning and development 

By Lisa Catterall 
Photography Liam Mackenzie
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F or Joy Pheobian and her husband, Confidence Chidiebre,  
a community is more than simply a place to live. It’s a place 
with all the amenities a family might need — from conve-
nience stores to restaurants, healthcare and more. Perhaps 

most importantly, though, it’s a place where parents and children can learn 
and grow, together. With four, soon to be five, children between the ages 
of 21 months and 14 years at home, Pheobian and Chidiebre are dedicated 
parents. For them, Creekwood is the ideal community to call home.

“When we were looking for a new home, we wanted something that 
was in a new area, something that was convenient and also had space 
for our family. Creekwood was it,” Joy says. “It’s a very family-centric 
place, and it’s so easy to get around. It’s exactly what we needed.”

After moving to Creekwood in 2016, the couple began looking for  
new career opportunities. Pheobian had already established herself as a 
certified project management professional, but was ready for a change.  

She had a passion for working with children, so she returned 
to school and completed the Early Childhood Education 
program at CDI College. When the opportunity to open 
a new daycare came up, it seemed like a perfect fit. 

“It wasn’t a difficult decision at all,” she says 
with a laugh. “I love working with children and 
when we realized our neighbours would also 
want this kind of service, it just made sense.”

In April 2018, Pheobian and Chidiebre opened  
Chappelle Daycare, an early childhood development 
centre specializing in care for kids under age six. 
Their purpose was twofold: to offer high-quality, 
reliable childcare close to home for other parents in 
the community, and to help young children develop 
physical, social, emotional and cognitive skills.
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“Research has shown that the most critical stage of 
childhood development is between birth and three years 
old, as that’s when most of the neurons get connected,” 
says Pheobian. “So our focus is on helping young children 
like that learn through age-appropriate programs.”

Each day, daycare staff offer the kids the chance to learn 
about themselves and the world around them through 
exploration and discovery. All activities — from arts and 
crafts to playtime — are used as learning opportunities 
to encourage the children to ask questions and begin to 
understand more about the world around them. These 
activities expand outside of the daycare’s four walls as 
well, with expeditions into the surrounding community.

“We want the children to begin to relate to the things 
around them — seeing places nearby and starting to 
know the people they see. So we take the children on 
walks in the community,” she says. “On the way, we 
show them road signs, sometimes they get the chance 
to meet the mailman or read house numbers. There 
are always lots of questions and so much to see.”

These outdoor outings also offer the added benefit 
of introducing the children to nature. The tree-
lined streets and sprawling green space of nearby 
Creekwood Park provide ample opportunity to get 
up-close and personal with the natural world.

“In the spring and summer, they love to be outside 
catching ladybugs. The time outside has so many benefits, 
for their health and for their growth,” she says. She speaks  

   The time outside has so many 
benefits, for their health and 
for their growth.” - Joy Pheobian
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from experience. As a mother of four, Pheobian’s maternal 
instincts allow her to recognize each child’s unique 
strengths, while her educational background enables 
her to provide individualized support to each child. 

With all the excitement of opening a new business  
well underway, Pheobian’s not ready to rest on her laurels. 
Although the couple is getting ready to welcome their 
newest family member in late 2018, Pheobian’s not planning 
to take much time off from their daycare anytime soon.

“I don’t see myself taking much time away — I enjoy  
being here too much,” she says.

PROGRAMS AND INFORMATION
The daycare, which has space for 22 children, has been 
operating at near-capacity since opening last spring.  
It offers care Monday to Friday from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., with 
extended weekend and evening hours available by request. 

The daycare operates three age-based groups,  
each with their own skill development focus:

INFANTS (for children under 19 months)
Using items such as play dough, paint and crayons, 
daycare staff encourage creativity and the development 
of early math skills.

TODDLERS (19 months to 3 years)
Building on the skills developed for infants, daycare  
staff enhance children’s vocabulary and encourage  
them to begin building short sentences and statements. 

PRESCHOOL (3 to 6 years)
Children are given further opportunities to develop their 
vocabulary while beginning to understand more scientific 
concepts such as life cycles, weather and animals. 
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Create your dream fall retreat.
pick your home. pick your finishes. move in 45 days.

7411 Creighton Place SW
587.520.3063

7016 Chivers Loop SW
780.989.0260kirklandhomes.ca

Build roots 
in Ambleside 
with Averton
Ample green space and natural 
aesthetics combined with 
nearby amenities and easy 
access to Anthony Henday 
Drive makes Ambleside ideal 
for homebuyers who want 
the best of both worlds. 

averton.ca
E: ambleside@averton.ca
P: 780.638.0174

Showhome: 
1904 Ainslie Link

LAST 
CHANCE!
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 10 WAYS TO 
WINTERIZE 

Warm up to winter with 
these homeowner tips 

By Sasha Roeder Mah       Illustration Breanne Kelsey

LiveSouthEdmonton.com   23   
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 F all in Edmonton can be a blink-
and-you-miss-it season, but there’s 
still time to gather the family and 
spend a weekend getting your 
home ready for the deep freeze 

ahead. Here are our top 10 tips for win-
terizing your home, inside and out.

Tune up for warmth: An annual 
furnace checkup is always a good idea. 
But if yours is on the newer side, you can 
take care of some minor maintenance 
yourself. If the resident family pack rat 
has been storing treasures in the furnace 
room all summer, make sure nothing 
flammable has been placed too close to the 
furnace. Then, open the windows before 
running the furnace for the first time so 
that accumulated dust from vents can 
exit the house. Finally, replace the filter.

Turn it down: When the nights grow 
long and days are bone chilling, it’s tempting 
to set the thermostat high and leave it 
there. But programming your furnace a 
few degrees lower when you’re asleep or 
out of the house will save you significant 
money — up to 10 per cent or more — on 
your monthly heating bills and reduce 
household greenhouse gas emissions, too.

Snuggle up: Chances are your gas 
fireplace hasn’t been used for a few 
months, so now is the time to schedule 
an annual inspection. A professional will 
make sure it’s running smoothly and 
efficiently before you snuggle up for the 
long months ahead. If yours is a wood 
fireplace, have the chimney cleaned.

Lighten up: Shorter daylight hours 
already getting you down? Bring the 
warmth and light of that precious winter 
sunshine inside by opening window 
coverings during the day and conserve 
that heat by closing the blinds when 
the sun goes down. Turn on a few more 
lights, but remember to replace whatever 
traditional light bulbs you still have with 
efficient LED or compact fluorescent bulbs. 
Both far outlast incandescent bulbs and 
burn less energy. They may be costlier to 
purchase, but consider this: the average 
LED bulb will last more than 18 years 
and cost only about $1 per year to use. 

Air out: The sizzling days of summer are 
a distant memory, so it’s time to give the 
central air conditioning a well-earned rest. 
Cut the power supply and shelter it from the 
harsh elements with a waterproof cover. 

Give them shelter: Make room in 
the shed or garage for your patio fur-
nishings and tuck them away to protect 
them from the harsh winter elements. 
If you have room, it’s also a great idea 
to put away your barbecue and firepit, 
or at the very least, protect them with 
a high-quality, weatherproof cover.

 
In the garden: Dig the remains of your 
annuals into the soil, or uproot and toss. 
Empty all plant pots of potting soil, clean 
and store. Mouldy leaves left on the grass can 
wreak havoc on the lawn during winter, so 
tackle with a leaf blower or a good, old-fash-
ioned rake, but don’t just bag them up for 
the garbage — you can add a good dose of 
shredded leaves to raised garden beds for 
the nutrients they’ll release until spring. And 
remember, fall isn’t just about watching your 
much-loved garden go dormant. It’s also the 
perfect time to plant bulbs such as tulips, daf-
fodils and hyacinths for some spring colour. 
A dizzying array of choices can be found 
at local garden centres this time of year.

Dry off: Now’s the time to empty rain bar-
rels and make sure lids are securely in place. 
Drain your outdoor faucet, turn off the out-
door water supply and, if you have the storage 
space, remove your hose and put it away.

Climb on up: Haul out your ladder, 
designate a reliable spotter and give your 
eavestroughs some extra love. You’ll need 
to clear out any fallen leaves and make 
sure downspouts are free of clogs. While 
you’re up there, you may want to think 
about putting up your holiday lights, too!

The white stuff: Once the snow starts 
falling, look after yourself and your neigh-
bours by following the City of Edmonton’s 
bylaws for timely snow removal. Clear snow 
from sidewalks and driveways once the 
snow stops falling and, during freeze-thaw 
cycles, take advantage of the free sand at 
community leagues to de-ice walkways.  
And if you have the time and energy, 
consider being a Snow Angel and shovelling 
for a neighbour who could use the help.

Once your property is all set for winter, 
it’s time to have some fun with the season. 
Get creative in the front yard with lighting, 
evergreen displays and even snow or ice 
sculptures, and consider entering your 
garden in the city’s Front Yards in Bloom 
Winterscapes photo contest, which awards 
proud homeowners for beautifying their 
properties even in the coldest of months. 
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Donald R. Getty Fundraising Society held its first AGM on  
September 18, 2018 at the school. The group is still waiting for city approval 
regarding the playground concept but fundraising needs to start. 

We need board members, fundraising ideas and lots more volunteers.
If you can help in any way, please leave your name and contact info  
at the school office and a board member will be in touch!

8102 Chappelle Way SW, Edmonton Alberta  |  Ph: 587.489.4708

 We 
 need 
you.

Dwayne Hartle 780.298.9742 •• dwayne@dkhhomes.com
Please phone or email to arrange viewing appointment

Distinguished, Knowledgeable, Honest 
Edmonton’s best duplex builder!
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S
tep into Nadine Lewis’s kitchen.

Here you will find good food, good 
company and the contagious excite-
ment of a homebuyer whose new pur-

chase has exceeded her wildest expectations.
Effusive and engaging, Lewis talks 

about her love of cooking and how her 
new kitchen inspires her day and night. 

“I just walk in here and I feel like 
whipping something up,” she said. 
“Sometimes I come in here at 11 o’clock 
at night and I’ll just start cooking.”

And while the kitchen is her favourite 
place, Lewis also lists the open-concept 
design, nine-foot ceilings, fireplace and 
large, luxurious shower as particular 
attractions of her new home, along with 
Collections neighbourhood amenities 
like a nearby pond and walking trails. 

She bought the townhouse after an 
intensive search and took possession  
at the end of July.

“First of all, I didn’t know what I 
wanted,” she said. “I went to so many – 
and I do mean SO many – homes in this 
area. But then I stumbled upon this.”

She was taken not only by the town-
home itself, but also by the surrounding 
area. One landmark, directly across the 
street, has especially won her over. 

“I just love the pond,” she said. “It’s 
the best feature — outside of my actual 
place — it’s just beautiful. I literally 
couldn’t have asked for a better location.” 

Although Lewis doesn’t have 
school-aged kids, the proximity of 
schools and other amenities also 

factored into her buying decision.
“You look at resale value and what  

kind of area it’s going to be,” she said. 
Lewis’s consideration of resale value  

is a reminder that buying a home is a  
huge financial decision. And although 
much of the home-buying experience 
is about finding the property that 
best fits your lifestyle and person-
ality, it is equally important to find 
the right financing option. 

Sheri Mitchell has been a mortgage 
advisor with RBC for 10 years. She  
teaches seminars on financing for  
new homebuyers, loves to travel and 
like Lewis, loves to cook. She lives in 
Edmonton with her husband and a 
mini schnauzer named Hunter. 

“Helping people into their home  
— first, second or third — is the 
greatest thing,” Mitchell said. In 
her experience, buyers come in 
with very basic initial questions.

“They want to know how much they 
need to put down and they want to 
know how much they can qualify for.” 

Homebuyers need to provide at least  
five per cent of the purchase price of a 
home as a down payment. A mortgage  
in which the buyer supplies a down 
payment of less than 20 per cent of the 
purchase price is called a high-ratio 
mortgage and must be insured against 
default. The mortgage insurance, 
provided by the Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation (CMHC), Canada 
Guarantee or Genworth Financial 
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Canada, protects the lender and the cost 
is added to the mortgage amount.

A mortgage with a down payment of 20  
per cent or more is a conventional mortgage 
and no default insurance is required.

Mitchell said the amount a buyer 
qualifies for is determined by “I.C.E.” 
— that is, a combination of income, 
credit history and equity. She said it 
pays to think about financing early on in 
the buying process so any issues can be 
resolved, including credit problems. 

“Credit can be fixed, it just takes 
time,” Mitchell said. “To improve your 
credit, pay your bills on time — includ-
ing your cell phone bill — and make 
the minimum, or more, payment.” 

Both Mitchell and Lewis recommend 
pre-qualifying to make shopping easier.

“I think it’s important to pre-qualify,” 
Lewis said. “You don’t want to love the 
place and then find out you can’t qualify.”

The buyer works with the lender to 
choose the desired features of the mort-
gage, and they will help determine the 
interest rate. Among the most important 
elements are the amortization period, 
the term and whether the mortgage 
has a variable or fixed interest rate.

The amortization period is the time it 
takes to pay off the entire borrowed amount 
plus interest, given fixed payments, while 
the term is the length of time the financing 
agreement covers. A typical mortgage 
might have an amortization of 25 years 
and a term of five years. When the term 
ends, the mortgage is renegotiated.

A fixed-rate mortgage means the interest 
rate stays constant for the term of the 
mortgage, while a variable rate moves with 
changes in the prime rate. With a vari-
able-rate mortgage, the size of the payments 
doesn’t fluctuate, but the proportion going to 
principal and interest does. If the rate goes 
up, more of the payment goes to interest;  
if it goes down, more goes toward principal.

Lewis chose a fixed-rate over a five-year term. 
“I felt comfortable about that decision,” 

Lewis said. “For a one-income family, 
you want that predictability.”

Other expenses to be aware of are the 
costs of the transaction itself. Mitchell 

says a rule of thumb is to budget one to 
one and a half per cent of the mortgage 
amount for closing costs. These may 
include things like legal fees, home inspec-
tion, an appraisal and utility deposits.

Mitchell also advises buyers to consider 
a mortgage’s portability — the ability to 
move it from one property to another. This 
can come in handy if a buyer’s career takes 
him or her to a new location, for example. 
Some financial institutions offer mortgages 
that are portable within the province, while 
others offer portability across the country. 

In the end, knowledge is a powerful 
tool when entering the housing market. 
Shopping for a home and a mortgage can  
be daunting, especially for first-time buyers. 

“Initially it was kind of scary; you 
want to make sure you know every-
thing you need to know,” Lewis said. 

Mitchell concurred. “Education is 
the most important thing,” she said.

For Nadine Lewis, her own research  
and help from professionals in the field  
were the main ingredients of a happy 
home-buying experience. 

As a result, she found the home,  
and kitchen, of her dreams. 

“Initially it was kind of scary;  
you want to make sure you know 
everything you need to know.”   
- Nadine Lewis
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Nostalgia    
 “...pleasure and fondness that is 
caused by remembering something 
from the past and wishing that you 
could experience it again.”

A home is a storyboard for our family’s lives. 
The home you will remember when nostalgia touches you.

Mill Street builds beautiful custom homes in all price ranges and sizes. 
780.566.0653 
millstreethomes.ca

Your dream home awaits

Customize one of  our existing floor plans
or start with the vision you have for your home.

hillviewmasterbuilder.com
780.430.8547
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Who: CreekwoodStock 2018

What: A community-building event, CreekwoodStock 
celebrates the season with live bands, complimentary food 
and beverages, face painting, a balloon artist and family-fun 
activities such as zap-a-mole, football toss, train rides and more!

When: Saturday, September 22 and Sunday, September 23

Where: Creekwood Collections along Chappelle Way  
and Creekwood along Chappelle Road

In the ‘Hood

YUM!
Event participants 

enjoyed hamburgers 
and Fat Franks™  

hot dogs. Additional 
treats included a 
donut wall, kettle 

corn, cotton candy 
and Pinocchio 

ice cream
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YES!
During the two-day event, eight 

bands were scheduled to perform 
on our outdoor stage plus a special 
performance by Edmonton Opera
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BUILDER Q & A
Triumph  
Homes

A locally owned builder, 
Triumph Homes 
takes great pride in 

providing solid customer 
service and after-sale service. 
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We create a unique 
experience for  
our homebuyers 
with a focus on 
honesty and small 
business mentality.”
-  Damian Damiza,  

Sales & Service 
Manager/Director

“

Why did you choose to build 
in Creekwood Collections?
While we’ve been focused on building 
in Leduc for the past six years, we were 
looking for the opportunity to build in 
south and southwest Edmonton. It’s the 
most desirable part of Edmonton and 
reflective of our clients’ lifestyles — close 
to direct access to the mountains, the 
airport and the best parts of the city. 

We use a pretty simple barometer 
when deciding where to build homes. 
We ask ourselves — would I live in this 
neighbourhood? That’s what it always 
comes down to. When we drive through 
and are looking for areas to build in, 
that’s the main thing. Can I see myself 
living here? Can I move here? That’s what 
informs where we build and so, when the 
opportunity came to build in Creekwood 
Collections, we jumped at the chance! 

What range of home 
designs do you offer?
We build front-attached, rear detached, 
duplexes, bungalows and two-storey homes 
— you name it, we’ve built it. Our home 
designs range from 1,550 sq.ft. to 2,600 sq.ft. 
and our plans are customizable — we’re 
happy to tweak or adjust plans to suit our 
clients’ needs. We’ll happily create custom 
drawings as well. Because of the size of our 
business, we’re able to give a little extra 
attention when a homebuyer wants some 
extra tweaks or alterations. We’re not a mas-
sive volume builder, so we’re able to accom-
modate requests and we do, frequently.

Who are your homes 
mostly built for?
We build homes primarily for new 
homebuyers or young families looking to 
upgrade their current first home. These 
homebuyers might just be starting out, 
or are looking for a new home that will 
accommodate their growing family. 

Each builder has something 
unique to offer — what is 
the Triumph experience?
First and foremost, we focus on great 
communication and service with the home-
buyers and homeowners. One of the most 
important elements after someone buys 
a home is how they are treated, how well 
their comments or questions are addressed 
and how easy it is to get something fixed if 
there’s a concern. That’s why communica-
tion and service are two areas we excel in.

We stand by the homes we build.  
If there is ever an issue that was caused 
during construction, even if it’s three or four 
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SHOWHOME 
now open!
7012 Chivers Loop SW
Edmonton, AB

TriumphHomes.ca

years down the line and the Alberta Home 
Warranty program isn’t in effect anymore, 
we get it fixed right away with no questions 
asked. We create a unique experience for 
our homebuyers with a focus on honesty 
and small business mentality, which ensures 
that our clients are happy with the home 
buying, and homebuilding, experience.

Tell our readers about 
your company history
Triumph Homes began in 2013 when two 
families, who had previously been building 
homes separately, came together to create 
a successful homebuilding business. Since 
then, we’ve been doubling the number 
of homes we build year over year and are 
growing exponentially. We’ve been build-
ing homes in Leduc and Fort McMurray 
(following the fire in 2016) and we’re 
proud to be building homes in Alberta.
Nowadays, we’re still a family-run 
business. There is one member of each 
family still involved on a full-time basis, 
with the other family members partici-
pating by investing in the company. 
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